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After analyzing the base composition asymmetry of coding regions in vertebrate mitochondria, we identified 2 fishes,
Albula glossodonta and Bathygadus antrodes, with inverted compositional patterns. Both species appear to have an
unusual control region (CR), and in B. antrodes, it has switched from the light strand to the heavy strand. To our
knowledge, this is the first report in vertebrates of inverted mitochondrial replication, caused by an inversion of the CR.
These findings support the strand-asymmetric model of mtDNA replication and suggest that vertebrate mtDNA can
tolerate globally reversed mutational pressures. In addition, we propose that nucleotide bias is not strand specific but that
it depends on the location of the CR.

The organization and evolution of the mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) are strongly related to its replication.
Two models have been proposed to explain this process
(Falkenberg et al. 2007). The ‘‘strand-asymmetric model’’
proposes that replication is unidirectional, starting from the
origin of heavy strand replication located in the noncoding
control region (CR) and displacing the parental heavy
strand (H-strand), which becomes temporarily singlestranded DNA (ssDNA) (Clayton 1982). When the
H-strand synthesis reaches two-thirds of the genome, it exposes the origin of light strand replication (OL), initiating
the synthesis of a new light strand (L-strand) in the opposite
direction. On the other hand, the ‘‘strand-coupled model’’
proposes that mtDNA is synthesized from multiple, bidirectional origins (Reyes et al. 2005). This model describes ribonucleotide incorporation on the L-strand, acting as
replication intermediates. The replacement of this RNA
by DNA may initiate at dispersed sites, or around the
OL, or near the origin of the leading strand replication
(Yasukawa et al. 2006). Importantly, although both models
predict a delay between the synthesis of both strands, only
the asymmetric model predicts a significant single-stranded
exposure of the H-strand.
Although there is still no consensus about which of
these models is correct, several attributes of mtDNA are only predicted by the strand-asymmetric model. Within these,
the most important is the strand-specific bias (skew) in nucleotide composition (i.e., the H-strand is rich in G and T,
whereas the L-strand is rich in A and C), explained by the
exposition of the H-strand as ssDNA. The ssDNA is more
prone to mutation/damage, especially to deaminations C /
T and A / G (Frederico et al. 1990; Lindahl 1993). This
different exposure to chemical damage between strands
is confirmed by the strand-specific substitution patterns
observed at 4-fold redundant sites, which should closely
reflect the underlying patterns of mutation (Faith and
Pollock 2003; Fonseca et al. 2006). In addition, the fact that
redundant sites show the strongest bias suggests that selection may have a minor influence in the differences in nucleotide composition. On the other hand, it could be
argued that this bias results mainly from errors that occur
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during transcription and not during replication. In transcription, both strands become ssDNA, but deamination should
occur more often in the L-strand (the ‘‘least-transcribed or
‘‘nontranscribed’’ strand). However, the observed mutational pattern is the opposite (Faith and Pollock 2003).
Moreover, the asymmetrical model predicts the observed
positive correlation between compositional bias and distance to the OL (Reyes et al. 1998; Faith and Pollock
2003; Broughton and Reneau 2006). During asymmetrical
replication, the parental H-strand becomes ssDNA while
the nascent H-strand is synthesized, and genes closer to
the OL, in the direction of the L-strand synthesis, should
remain exposed to mutation for less time.
Another important feature of the mtDNA is the CR,
which regulates transcription and the initiation of replication. In most vertebrates and some invertebrates, the CR
contains 3 conserved sequence blocks (CSB I, CSB II,
and CSB III), which may be involved in the initiation of replication (Cao et al. 2004; Falkenberg et al. 2007). In mammalian mtDNA, the majority of the 5# ends of the nascent
H-strand are located within or immediately downstream of
CSB I (Clayton 1991), whereas CSB II increases the stability of the H-strand synthesis initiation (Xu and Clayton
1995). However, the absence of CSBs or their lack of conservation in some taxa suggests that other sequences may
function as alternative regulatory elements. The location
of the CSBs determines the leading strand during replication. Typically, CSBs are located in the L-strand, implying
that the H-strand is the leading strand. Importantly, if CSBs
switch strands, the L-strand becomes the leading strand and
therefore the paternal L-strand will be temporarily single
stranded and exposed to DNA damage during replication.
Thus, the mutational scenario between strands will switch,
and given enough time, the compositional bias and gradient
may also revert, especially at synonymous positions.
In invertebrates, CR inversion has been proposed to be
the cause of the reversion of the strand bias at 4-fold redundant sites in coding mtDNA (Scouras et al. 2004; Hassanin
et al. 2005; Kilpert and Podsiadlowski 2006). In vertebrates, despite representing 80% of the available mtDNA
sequences, CR inversions have never been detected. However, the increasing number of gene arrangements (San
Mauro et al. 2006, Fonseca and Harris 2007), partial genome duplications (Fujita et al. 2007), and gene inversions
(Amer and Kumazawa 2007) reported, suggest that vertebrate mtDNA should not be much constrained.
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FIG. 1.—Plot of species-specific GC and AT skew at 4-fold
redundant sites of 4 mitochondrial genes in 748 vertebrate taxa. We
have chosen to present these 4 genes because they code for different
proteins and they have the strongest inverted values for the species in
state. Arrows highlight the species with reversed skews. A: Albula
glossodonta and B: Bathygadus antrodes. National Center for Biotechnology Information GenBank accession numbers: AP002973 and
AP008988 for species A and B, respectively. In species A, all genes have
reversed GC and AT skews. In species B, COI, COII, ATPase6, ND3,
Cyt b, and ND1 have reversed GC and AT skews; ATPase8, ND4L,
ND4, ND5, ND2, and COIII have reversed AT skew; and ND6 has
reversed GC skew.

Here, we report the first evidence for reversed mtDNA
replication in vertebrates. We downloaded all 748 complete
vertebrate mtDNA genomes available in GenBank (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) in June 2007 and calculated
the GC skew 5 (G  C)/(G þ C) and the AT skew 5
(A  T)/(A þ T) (Perna and Kocher 1995) at 4-fold redundant sites using BACA (Antão et al. 2007). The redundant
codons examined were alanine (GCN), proline (CCN), serine (TCN), threonine (ACN), arginine (CGN), glycine
(GGN), leucine (CTN), and valine (GTN). Two Teleostei
fishes, Albula glossodonta and Bathygadus antrodes,
showed significant and independent reversion of the GC
and AT skews (figs. 1 and 2; if the complete genome
constraint is relaxed and if all the complete coding
segment for the mitochondrial genes are considered
[multiplying sample size by 20], A. glossodonta and B.
antrodes are still the 2 clear outliers [anonymous reviewer
personal communication]). In both species, the CR presented atypical features. In A. glossodonta, the CR appears
to be nonfunctional, as it is relatively short, very dissimilar
from other CRs, and it has no CSBs, although it can form
secondary structures. In addition to showing reversed
skews and from the fact that the CR reverse complement
sequence is more similar to a typical CR and may contain
a putative CSB II (AACCCCCACTCCTTTCC), we did not
find any additional features that could support its inversion.
On the other hand, we found strong evidence for a CR inversion in B. antrodes. In this species, an H-strand noncoding
fragment (flanked by 2 L-tRNAs, fig. 3), originally described

FIG. 2.—Consensus phylogeny of Teleostei fishes based on
published phylogenetic trees. The evolution of the GC skew (using all
4-fold redundant sites) was reconstructed under the parsimony criterion
using Mesquite (Maddison WP and Maddison DR 2007). Asterisk
indicates species with unusual CR; double asterisk indicates species with
inverted CR; and superscript a indicates species with CR not completely
sequenced. The legend refers to GC skew values.

as an ND1-pseudogene (Satoh et al. 2006), is in fact the main
CR: 1) it has significant sequence similarity with other CRs of
closely related species (fig. 4), 2) it is capable of forming secondary structures, 3) it contains CSBs I and II in the same
relative position (fig. 2; Saccone et al. 1991; Lee et al.
1995), and 4) the fragment located in the standard CR location is short and it appears to have no origin of replication (it
does not have CSBs).
Although, ultimate proof can only be achieved with in
vitro experiments, to the best of our knowledge, this constitutes the first known example in vertebrates of inversion
of the mitochondrial replication mechanism, through an inversion of the CR.
These findings provide further support for the asymmetric model of replication and may be important to decipher, which conserved motifs of the CR are in fact crucial
for an efficient replication/transcription. They also suggest
that it is not necessarily correct to affirm that gene skew is
strand specific. In these 2 examples, genes reverted their
skew without changing the coding strand, and in B. antrodes only the CR inverted. Instead, we hypothesize that
compositional bias depends much on which strand the
CR (first origin of replication) is located. In addition, our
results suggest that even vertebrate mtDNA may experience
extreme structural changes and tolerate reversed mutational
pressures, which may strongly influence the codon usage
and amino acid composition (Min and Hickey 2007).
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FIG. 3.—MtDNA organization. Typical Teleostei mtDNA is
represented on the top and Bathygadus antrodes mtDNA is represented
on the bottom. Genes transcribed from the H-strand are shown inside the
circle and those transcribed from the L-strand are shown outside the
circle. The location of the CSBs of the CR is also shown. Small arrows
indicate the direction of replication, and big arrows highlight the
replication origin and direction of the leading strand. Origin of lagging
strand replication from B. antrodes was not clearly detected. Noncoding
regions, dark gray; tRNAs, medium gray; rRNA, light gray; and proteincoding genes, white.
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antrodes. The orientation is 5#–3#. CSBs are identified as darker boxes. Sequences were aligned using ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994) with the
default parameter values.
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